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Gambling in Las Vegas



Quick Facts on Las Vegas

18 of the 20 largest hotels in US are in Las Vegas

In 1996 there were over 100,000 hotel rooms (101,106) in
the city of Las Vegas. New York City had 63, 279 hotel rooms.

Over 39 million people visit Las Vegas every year



Gambling Revenues

Players lose $6 billion a year at Las Vegas casinos.

In Obviously fraud is a major concern in Las Vegas

Gambling generates more revenue than movies, spectator
sports, theme parks, cruise ships and recorded music
combined.



Impact of Gambling Fraud

A single corrupt dealer can cost the

casino

US$ 250,000 in 15 minutes

(… if a dealer lets a player use a “pre-

ordered” deck in a table game, for

instance)
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Case Study 1

TAT

Target

Checks
conducted

Out of ordinary transaction located by the
system at this casino, where a lady was
making more than average money!

First check is made to
see if the lady stays in
the hotel
Second check is made
to see if she is a
known criminal

Both return negative!

!! All this

takes

place in 6

seconds !!

Thanks to

NORA !!

Jackpot Hit

Background
checks

First check is made to
see if the lady stays in
the hotel
Second check is made
to see if she is a
known criminal

Both return negative!

Her place of stay is
traced to the ‘Caesars
Palace’ hotel.
Question arises  why
she is not gambling
there

Previous record
of her having

worked with the
dealer located

Possibility of
collusion

determined

!! The Bouncers
are sent !!

Stay enquires

Her car details are traced to NY.
Details regarding her contacts and
friends are obtained.



NORA – Non Obvious Relationship
Awareness

System founded by Jeff Jonas (founder of Systems research and development) which
was acquired by IBM.

Developed

specifically to

solve Las

vegas

Casinos’

identity

matching

problems

Ran on a single

server, accepted

data feeds from

numerous

enterprise

information

systems, and built a

model of identities

and relationships

between identities

in real time
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TableEye 21
System created by Canadian computer engineer Prem Gururajan to profile and rate
players according to skill

System

quickly

identifies

“advantage”

players who

can cost

casinos

profits

Uses overhead

video cameras and

video analysis

software, and can

track information

from casino chips

embedded with

radio frequency

(RFID) transmitters
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Data validation instance
System  needs to solve Alternative English spellings fpr the names the same individual !!

Haj Imhemed Otmane Abder- aqib Hajj Mohamed Uthman Abd Al Ragib



Hacking into bank accounts
A Fraud King’s Tale



Tobechi Onwuhara
- King of Home Equity Fraud

• Stole a confirmed $44 million, according to FBI

• One of the world's most successful cyber-
scammers

• All he needed was an Internet connection and a
cellphone!

• Was at large for years! Caught after a global man
hunt!



What did he do? – “Washing!”
Set up
room in
fancy hotel
to wash
information
on wealthy
victims.

Did online
research using
databases and
websites

Breached the
accounts and

wired funds from
them to a network
of money mules in

Asia

Laundered and
wired back to

his accounts in
the U.S!

Harvested
names, dates of
birth, and
mortgage
information.

Built
profiles of
victims for
a second
group,

Second
group would

call banks
posing as

account
holders.

Got security
information

and
passwords.

Breached the
accounts and

wired funds from
them to a network
of money mules in

Asia



How did he do it? – Sequence of Steps (1)

TARGET : HELOCs (Home Equity LOCs)1
Collect mortgage information on married couples
with million-dollar homes, using ListSource, a
direct-marketing company.

2 Documentation Scouting

Find lease or loan papers through public databases
and pay sites.

3
3 Signature Extracting

Then use Photoshop to grab homeowners’ signatures off
documents.

4 Victim Profiling

Next, build a profile of the victim by paying for a background
search through skip-tracing sites. (Sites which help in locating a
person’s whereabouts)



How did he do it? – Sequence of Steps (2)

Victim Demographics5
Get birth dates, Social Security nos., names of
relatives, previous addresses, emplyt histories.
Get mother’s maiden name using Ancestry.com!

6 Victim Credibility

Run a credit check on victims through
annualcreditreport.com, using flaw in the Experian
portion of the site

3

Run a credit check on victims through
annualcreditreport.com, using flaw in the Experian
portion of the site

7 Victim Contacts

Use phone service called SpoofCard to make any number
he wanted appear in a caller ID. Fool financial institutions
into thinking his call originated from the victim's phone

8 Victim Impersonation

Give all the required answers with- account numbers, balances, &
passwords. Alter voice like a professional actor;  switch ethnicity,
age and accent on a whim. Use girl friend for female victims!



How did he do it? – Sequence of Steps (3)

Wire Out9
Wire HELOC money out of the country. Receive transfer
request forms from Fis by fax in his e-fax account, which
converted faxes to e-mails. Send forms back after
attaching Photoshopped signatures and phony headers.

10 Wire In

Wire back money to banks in Asia where mules would
withdraw the money, take a cut, and redeposit the funds
into other accounts or with hawalas

3

Wire back money to banks in Asia where mules would
withdraw the money, take a cut, and redeposit the funds
into other accounts or with hawalas

11 Laundering
Launder money by depositing it in casinos and cashing
out in checks days later. Buy ultra-expensive luxury cars,
drive them for a few months, then ship them to Nigeria,
sell at a steep mark up.

12 !! MAKING IT A GREAT REWARDING BUSINESS!!!

Clearing about $7 million every two
weeks!(according to the FBI)



How did he escape?

WATCH EPISODE IN AMERICA’S MOST WANTED

http://vimeo.com/23664002



Other Hacking Trivia



You think your Board Room is hack-proof?
Think again… “..With the help of a mouse the hacker

steered a  camera around each room,
occasionally zooming in with such

precision that he could discern grooves in
the wood and paint flecks on the wall.*
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through Video

Conferencin
g Facility
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In one room, he zoomed out
through a window, across a

parking lot and into shrubbery
some 50 yards away where a
small animal could be seen

burrowing underneath a bush.*

In one room, he zoomed out
through a window, across a

parking lot and into shrubbery
some 50 yards away where a
small animal could be seen

burrowing underneath a bush.*

With such equipment, the hacker
could have easily eavesdropped
on privileged attorney-client
conversations or read trade
secrets…” *

With such equipment, the hacker
could have easily eavesdropped
on privileged attorney-client
conversations or read trade
secrets…” *

Hacking
through Video

Conferencin
g Facility

* NY Times 22 Jan 12



Big Bad World out there….

No. of harmful software in the world passed the amount of beneficial
software in 2007; One in every 10 downloads from the web includes
harmful programs.

 In 2010 Symantec discovered 286 M new threats from
malicious software - about nine every second. (It was 240 M in
2009)

Malware can be activated simply when a web link is clicked.

Hackers now use extremely new techniques -every piece of content
that you receive can attack you

No. of harmful software in the world passed the amount of beneficial
software in 2007; One in every 10 downloads from the web includes
harmful programs.



Money Laundering



Laundering by a multinational Bank

Financial Reports

Bank violated the US sanctions on Iran
by falsifying records and  manipulating

wire transfers

NY State DFS Statement

Iranian Connection

Bank worked with Iranian banks suspected of funding Hezbollah, Hamas and
the Palestinian Islamic Jihad.

A ‘Quality operating procedures
Iranian Bank processing manual’
taught employees how to
automate masking of illegal
transactions!

Email by lawyer: “payment
instructions for Iranian clients
should not identify the client or
purpose of payment”

One Iranian told to use  ‘No name
given’ in paper work!

The Cover Up



SCB not alone

Settled a Money

laundering case at $619M

Governance
Design

Used by Mexican drug cartels

to funnel cash into USA via

Saudi banks with terrorist links

Settled a Money

laundering case at $619M

Used by Mexican drug cartels

to funnel cash into USA via

Saudi banks with terrorist links

Evidence suggests that Companies behave as corruptly as they can,
within whatever constraints imposed by law and reputation.



Simple Financial Statement Frauds
using Bank Statements



Definition by Association of Certified Fraud
Examiners

 “The Intentional, deliberate, misstatement or omission of material facts,

or accounting data which is misleading and, when considered with all

the information made available, would cause the reader to change or

alter his or her judgment or decision”

 “The Intentional, deliberate, misstatement or omission of material facts,

or accounting data which is misleading and, when considered with all

the information made available, would cause the reader to change or

alter his or her judgment or decision”



What’s common in these BIG frauds?

Financial statements fraud by forging bank statements to show higher balance

Very Simple!!!

Bank statements and confirmations were forged in all these frauds

Photoshop, scanners and laser/ inkjet printers have been  handy tools to provide

authentic looking statements/confirmations

All were paper based statements/ confirmations

Were able to fool authorities/ auditors for many years!

Governance
Design

Europe Asia Asia USA

Financial statements fraud by forging bank statements to show higher balance

Very Simple!!!

Bank statements and confirmations were forged in all these frauds

Photoshop, scanners and laser/ inkjet printers have been  handy tools to provide

authentic looking statements/confirmations

All were paper based statements/ confirmations

Were able to fool authorities/ auditors for many years!

!! LOOK AT THE UNIVERSAL NATURE !!



Modus Operandi

Several European banks provided

inaccurate or misleading

statements of the company’s

accounts.

 This was used by the Company

to hide huge losses

Governance
Design

Asia

SIMPLE forging/ fudging of bank statements

by Russell Wasendorf  owner

He used computer software, scanners and

printers to "make very convincing forgeries

of nearly every document that came from the

bank," including statements, letters and

other correspondence.

Governance
Design

USA

Several European banks provided

inaccurate or misleading

statements of the company’s

accounts.

 This was used by the Company

to hide huge losses

SIMPLE forging/ fudging of bank statements

by Russell Wasendorf  owner

He used computer software, scanners and

printers to "make very convincing forgeries

of nearly every document that came from the

bank," including statements, letters and

other correspondence.



Complex Financial Statement Frauds
using Derivatives



Case Study 1

Saturation

Credit Default
Swaps

10 year Grade
Index

Bank was investing in a benchmark for
credit default swaps  designed to mitigate
bank's overall credit exposures,  mainly
higher interest rate and inflation.

This was a series of
10 year Market CDX
North American
Investment grade
index  "riskier, more
volatile and less
effective as an
economic hedge than
the firm previously
believed.”

!! JPM gave up

at some point !!

Raising of
stakes

Communication
spread

Value Adds

This was a series of
10 year Market CDX
North American
Investment grade
index  "riskier, more
volatile and less
effective as an
economic hedge than
the firm previously
believed.”

When prices diverged in
unexpected way, JPM
raised its bet but the
expected turn around did
not happen

As rumors spread about
the bets JPM was taking,

others sought to take
advantage of it



Case Study 2

Collective losses

Trader

Modest
beginnings

Kweku Adoboli - 32 years old

Joined as a trainee

five years before

rogue trade!

!! Loss of

$2Billion in

Rogue trading

!!

Learnt “tricks
of trade”

Went Rogue

Modest
beginnings

Value Adds

Joined as a trainee

five years before

rogue trade!

Worked three years in a

"back office" position as

a trade support analyst

Last worked on UBS's

"Delta One" desk  as

director of exchange

traded funds in

European equities

division at UBS, London



Case Study 3 – Parallel from the Past

End Result

Similarity

Sure bets

UBS is similar to the Long term

Capital Management (LCM)  crisis of

1998

Bet in new 30 year

Treasury bonds and

its value divergence

as compared to 30

year bonds issued 3

months earlier

!! The margins

got very big

and LCM ran

out of capital !!

The gambleThe downside

Value Adds

Bet in new 30 year

Treasury bonds and

its value divergence

as compared to 30

year bonds issued 3

months earlier

Eventually  values of

these should converge

But so many took the

bet and the divergence

grew

LCM bet more …



The Nightmare called Delta Trading!
 Delta trading—the name is derived from the fourth letter of the Greek

alphabet—is a gauge of risk exposure for bets made on the movements

in securities such as stocks and securities

Jérôme Kerviel, the Société Générale

trader who was responsible for $6.8 billion

in losses in 2008,worked on a Delta

Trading desk!

Return on Equity in Delta One Operations: *

Societe Generale: Over 100%
Goldman Sachs: 52%
UBS : 72%

* As per JP Morgan report!!

Isn’t it obvious something is
wrong here?!
But no one asked HOW!

Delta Trading Achievements



What led to US Sub Prime Crisis?

Don’t trade openly on public exchanges, and financial services firms
disclose few details about them.

Virtually hidden from investors, analysts and regulators

 Exotic derivative products like CDO’s and CDS
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Used unwisely — when greed and the urge to gamble with borrowed
money overtake sensible risk-taking — derivatives can become Wall
Street’s version of nitroglycerin.

Don’t trade openly on public exchanges, and financial services firms
disclose few details about them.

Virtually hidden from investors, analysts and regulators
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Lesson Learnt:

As Mr. Warren Buffet says, Derivatives can be financial
weapons of mass destruction !!



Similar Sad Stories



Boardroom Fiascos



Case Study 1

As usual it involved a labyrinth of

financing that created risks most of the

directors and Fastow himself –failed to

understand.

In its simplest form Enron would set up a

couple of off-book entities  with the

result lot of acquisition and related costs

would be kept off Enron’s books!

Complexity

This was a Board meeting in 30th floor of

Enron on Jul 21 –for committing to an

unrelated water business.

The co. was negotiating purchase of a

British water co. called Wessex Water

services for $2.25B

The directors glanced at Fastow (CFO) who

said the price would not be a problem.
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Case Study 1

There were a lot of arguments.

Duncan, head of executive committee,

requested the key executives to leave

the room so the other directors could

discuss among themselves.

He said to others,” I understand your

concerns; but we need to support the

chairman.”

Dilution

Norm Blake a director slammed the table

and asked “what the hell are we doing?

What will Street think of us when Enron

puts a couple of Billions in Water?”

Pug Winokur , another director agreed and

said this was not Enron’s area of expertise.

Other directors sat still; Enron’s boardroom

was rarely a place of confrontation.

Opposition / Dissent
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Other directors sat still; Enron’s boardroom

was rarely a place of confrontation.



Case Study 1

Less than twenty minutes later the Board called Lay , Skilling and Harrison and told

them the Board was ready to support Project Trident (the water project)

In voting, one director abstained; two voted no. Others approved it.

Enron went into a new multi billion dollar business using financing they would

not fully understand until years later, when it destroyed the company.

THE DECISION

INVESTING IN NEW WATER BUSINESS

Less than twenty minutes later the Board called Lay , Skilling and Harrison and told

them the Board was ready to support Project Trident (the water project)

In voting, one director abstained; two voted no. Others approved it.

Enron went into a new multi billion dollar business using financing they would

not fully understand until years later, when it destroyed the company.



Case Study 2

Board of Penney was more interested in what snacks were served at meeting than

finding about totally different strategies adopted by the new CEO from Apple.

Ackman a director consistently complained about the chocolate chip cookies served

at Board meetings. “Rather than soft ,gooey orbs, they were rock hard!” -he

grumbled!

- Fortune Mar 20, 14

SERIOUSLY ???

STRATEGY INTRODUCTION
BY NEW CEO FROM APPLE

Board of Penney was more interested in what snacks were served at meeting than

finding about totally different strategies adopted by the new CEO from Apple.

Ackman a director consistently complained about the chocolate chip cookies served

at Board meetings. “Rather than soft ,gooey orbs, they were rock hard!” -he

grumbled!

- Fortune Mar 20, 14



How the Board Ought to be

Set clear policies and procedures for reporting fraud

Have clear whistle blower policy/ Vigil mechanism

Ensure proper Fraud awareness training is provided to all

Ensure proper back ground checks are employed before key employees are recruited

Introduce annual assets and liability statements and declarations from employees

Design strong internal controls

Design continuous monitoring systems

Frequent and meaningful interaction with internal and statutory auditors

Clear, uniform and consistent accounting policies

Ideal Functions

GOVERNANCE TO PREVENT,
DETECT FRAUDS

Set clear policies and procedures for reporting fraud

Have clear whistle blower policy/ Vigil mechanism

Ensure proper Fraud awareness training is provided to all

Ensure proper back ground checks are employed before key employees are recruited

Introduce annual assets and liability statements and declarations from employees

Design strong internal controls

Design continuous monitoring systems

Frequent and meaningful interaction with internal and statutory auditors

Clear, uniform and consistent accounting policies



Using Forensic for Governance



Red Flags to Watch for in FS Frauds

Complex corporate or ownership structures

CEO an important or controlling shareholder⚑1

⚑2

Extremely active with mergers, acquisitions and divestitures.⚑3
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Unique or uncommon business models or areas of operation

⚑3

⚑4

Executives had large incentives from shares or options, or the company
was issuing shares to raise money

Shares valued on unrealistic earnings expectations⚑5

⚑6
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Red Flags to Watch for in FS Frauds

Evidence - only available after the fact - that executives rationalized
improper behaviour with comments such as, "Everyone was doing it."

Executives displayed evidence of extravagant lifestyles⚑7

⚑8

Executives had prior history of violating regulations or engaging in controversial
business actions⚑9
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Majority of independent directors on the board (almost half of cases) had
prominent "star" directors.  (B school professors, actors!?)

Executives had prior history of violating regulations or engaging in controversial
business actions⚑9

⚑10

Received ample positive analyst or media coverage, "which can have enhanced
executives' self-confidence or arrogance and comforted them in their ability to
engage in fraudulent activities without being caught

Engaged prominent investment banking firms before or during the fraud⚑11

⚑12
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Other Forensic tools in FS Frauds

 Look for larger profits than what is shown by industry  or large non

operational profits

 Look for similarities with previous frauds

 Look for indicators like

a) Changing of accounting policies/CFO’s too often

b) Changing year ends

c) Incomplete disclosures

d) Too many complicated notes which hide rather than disclosures

e) Complicated business structures

f) Disproportionate assets, etc

 Look for larger profits than what is shown by industry  or large non

operational profits

 Look for similarities with previous frauds

 Look for indicators like

a) Changing of accounting policies/CFO’s too often

b) Changing year ends

c) Incomplete disclosures

d) Too many complicated notes which hide rather than disclosures

e) Complicated business structures

f) Disproportionate assets, etc

Check for Tell
Tale Signs



Other Forensic tools in FS Frauds

 Compare answers of key people to questions on plans, future strategy

etc with well grounded factual evidence

 Look for inconsistencies between statements and observed facts and

realities, outlandish claims  and lack of concern for operational details

 Corporate fraud’s red flag- arrogance

 Compare answers of key people to questions on plans, future strategy

etc with well grounded factual evidence

 Look for inconsistencies between statements and observed facts and

realities, outlandish claims  and lack of concern for operational details

 Corporate fraud’s red flag- arrogance

Check for
Hubris



Other Forensic tools in FS Frauds

 Canadian researchers have designed a computer program that can

pinpoint dishonesty by detecting specific words and word

configurations in the management discussion and analysis (MD&A)

sections of annual and quarterly financial reports

 “It’s not just so much that these words appear, but they have a different

pattern of appearing in truthful versus deceptive messages,” said

Lynnette Purda, a business professor at Queen’s University in

Kingston.

 Canadian researchers have designed a computer program that can

pinpoint dishonesty by detecting specific words and word

configurations in the management discussion and analysis (MD&A)

sections of annual and quarterly financial reports

 “It’s not just so much that these words appear, but they have a different

pattern of appearing in truthful versus deceptive messages,” said

Lynnette Purda, a business professor at Queen’s University in

Kingston.

Reading
between the

lines



Other Forensic tools in FS Frauds

 Look for outliers

 Federal fraud investigators found - Dr. Jacques Roy, a Dallas

physician, referred more than 5,000 Medicare beneficiaries for home

health care services in 2010, a year in which doctors averaged about

100.

 Look for outliers

 Federal fraud investigators found - Dr. Jacques Roy, a Dallas

physician, referred more than 5,000 Medicare beneficiaries for home

health care services in 2010, a year in which doctors averaged about

100.Use Data
Analysis



A WORD OF CAUTION

Fraud is dynamic and fast changing

Fraud goes up overtime

We need to keep pace and become more dynamic

No ‘laundry lists’ of red flags can hope to detect frauds



One for the road..

There are some frauds so well conducted
that it would be stupidity not to be

deceived by them.
Charles Caleb Colton

There are some frauds so well conducted
that it would be stupidity not to be

deceived by them.
Charles Caleb Colton


